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INTRODUCTION  

Biak tribal language is one of the vernaculars spoken in Papua. This language is 
categorized as Austronesian language (Grimes, 1998). It is spoken by 40.000 native speakers, 
(Gordon, 2005). It is located on islands of Biak, Numfor, numerous islands east and west of 
Bird s head, in Manokwari and in northern Bird s head including Mapia islands.  

Wurm and Hattori (1982) classify the language as a member of Geelvink Bay sub 
family. Moreover, Gordon (2005) groups this language as a member of Austronesian, 
Malayo-Polynesian, Central-Eastern, Eastern Malayo-Polynesian, South Halmahaera-West 
New Guinea, New Guinea, and Cenderawasih Bay.    It is found in Biak Numfor regency 
covering East Yapen, Biak town, West Biak, North Biak, West and East Numfor, South and 
North Supiori (Silzer, 1991: 42-43, Grimes, 1988). Fautngil, et al.  assert the following are 
dialects of Biak: Var Risen, Var Swandiwe, Var Awer, Var Swandivru, Var Dore, and Var 
Eramber. These dialects have sub dialects(variants) such as Korem, Soor, Arwam, Dwar, 
Manwor, North Supiori, Sopen, Supiori, Sorndiweri, Bosnik-Opiaref, Padaido, Swapodibo, 
Sorido, Samber, Numfor, Dore, Vyak Amber bondi, and Vyak Amber vondum (1988: 22). 

Concerning the orthography of Biak, this language has been transcribed in the forms 
of Scriptures in New Testament (1990) and folk songs (Kapissa (1975). The grammar of 
Sorndiweri sub dialect (variant) was studied by Steinhauer (1985), while Fautngil, et. al. 
researched on Phonology (1998), Morphology (1991) and Syntax of Biak(1992). 

The literature aspect of  Biak language  has not been discussed yet therefore, I would 
like to discuss Biak s figurative speech based on indirect meaning.  

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
2.1. Figurative speech  
Figurative speech is derived from Latin word stylus meaning style. According to Proctor 
(1984), figurative speech is a name given to a class of literary conventions that are not meant 
to be interpreted literally; they are interpreted connotatively or imaginatively. It is used to 
state ideas in new and unusual ways.  
2.2. Types of figurative speech   

Based on elements of language use, figurative speech is differentiated into four types 
(Keraf 2002), namely: 
a. figure of speech based on diction such as formal figure of speech and informal figure    of 
speech and  conversational figure of speech  
b.figure of speech based on tone such as giving instructions. 
c. figure of speech based on sentence structures such as climax and anticlimax  
d. figure of speech based on indirect meaning such as simile, metonymy, euphemism, 
   personification, litotes and irony and so forth. 
Furthermore, Suparyanta (2006: 40-41) classifies these types of figurative speech related to 
their usage in three forms:  
1. Figures of speech based on comparison such as metaphors, personifications and parables. 
2. Figures of speech based on contradictory such as irony, hyperbole, and litotes. 
3. Figures of speech based on relationship such as metonymy, synecdoche, euphemism, and 
pleonasm.  Bell (1984: 145-204) reveals that there are several kinds of figurative speech in 
relation to indirect meaning as follows:      
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2.3. Types of figurative speech based on indirect meaning:  

1. Similes 
The word simile means similar . In a simile, the comparison is always explicit (meaning 
clearly stated) because the words like or as are used.  
Here are some examples:  
He cried like a baby, Her hand was as cold as ice 
The room was dark as a cave. 
The comparison in a simile is not exactly true. The room was not really dark as a cave. The 
speaker or writer wants to describe a room and wants to show how dark it was. To do so, he 
compares the room to a cave. He uses the comparison because a cave is dark.  

2. Metaphor 
Sometimes we can compare things without using the words such as like or as. In this case, the 
comparison is implicit (meaning not clearly stated). For examples: 
Joshua is a bird 
Sam s girl friend is a toad 
Your insult was a knife in my heart 
Like a simile, metaphor is a figure of speech and brings certain image to mind, but it does so 
without a direct comparison which used like or as . Metaphors are very common in 
poetry, Bible, and so forth.  

3. Personification 
A figure of speech in which non human things are treated as if they are human. 
For example:  
The wind stood up and gave a shout 
The sea was angry 
The trees were dancing in the wind 
The earth opened its mouth and swallowed them  

4. Hyperbole (Overstatement) 
A figure of speech that has statement containing exaggeration. 
For example: 
In order to get my assignment done, I'll have to burn the midnight oil. 
5. Synecdoche  
A figure of speech that uses the whole is replaced by the part or the part is replaced by the 
whole 
For example: 
Indonesia was badly defeated by Irak in the Asian football competition  
One head is charged for ten thousand rupiahs  

6. Euphemism 
It is usually used in order to make language is more polite or to soften the message from the 
language. An example is the sentence he died . This can have many forms: 
For example: 
He passed away 
He has gone to heaven 
He has gone to eternal rest  

7. Irony 
It is usually used by the speaker or writer to say the very opposite of what he intends to 
convey. 
For example: 
You are the people and wisdom died with you. 
He is handsome. All girls are almost afraid of him. 
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8. Litotes 
Litotes is derived from Greek meaning, plainness or simplicity . A figure of speech 
consisting of understatement in which an affirmative is expressed by negating its opposite.  
For example: 
This shelter is my home  
The grave is a fine, private place  

9. Parable 
This figure of speech is a brief, succinct story, in prose or verse that illustrates a moral or 
religious lesson. 
For example: 
Therefore, whosoever heard these sayings of mine, and do them, he will like wise man, who 
built his house upon a rock.  

10. Metonymy 
A figure of speech in which one word or phrase is substituted for another with which it is 
closely associated (such as "crown" for "royalty"). Metonymy is also the rhetorical strategy of 
describing something indirectly by referring to things around it, such as describing someone's 
clothing in order to characterize the individual.  

For example: 
The pen is mightier than the sword 
Her voice is full of money.  

11. Sarcasm 
A figure of speech in which apparent praise conceals another scornful meaning. For example, 
a sarcastic remark is directed at a person who consistently arrives fifteen minutes late for 
appointments might be, oh, you have arrived exactly on time!   

3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Research method 
This research employs descriptive method. Djadjasudarma (1993: 15) pointed out that 
descriptive approach is a characteristic description of the data is done accurately based on 
data naturalistic. The collected data was based on what people actually say (descriptive) and 
not on what people ought to say (prescriptive approach).  
The techniques used in collecting data were: (1). Data elicitation comprised words list of 
figures of speech and simple sentences in Indonesian, (2) Interview, asked the informants 
questions related to figures of speech in Biak and (3). Library research aimed to find out some 
references regarding Biak language. In analyzing the collected data, the following techniques 
were applied: 
(1). Word paradigm to determine the language elements found in Biak such as phoneme, 
morpheme, word, clause, and sentence,  
(2) Item and arrangement to determine the grammatical form horizontally in order to develop 
the structure. Therefore, to analyze and compose the collected data the procedure suggested 
by Bauer (2003) is employed and an example from Sulaisfraim (2007:32) illustrates the 
procedure: 
Source language: da-ni-di-cun 
English gloss      : I (1st pers. Sing)-det 1 st. sing.adjective marker-short 
Free translation   : I am short
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4. FINDINGS 
Data analysis reveals that the types of figurative speech found  in Biak are  presented as 
follows:  

1. Similes 
1. I-frarde  ryao- rusa- ifrar-i 
   He/she runs- as deer- runs-it(3 thing sing. pronoun).    

He runs like a deer

 

2. Rosita-i-imbran imnis kmar-i 
    Rosita-3 person. sing.marker-walk-like-father-3 person sing. marker     

Rosita walks like her father

 

3. Bastian i- danggar kar  imnis- Abunawas-i 
    Bastian-3 person marker- lies- like  Abunawas-3 person marker 
   Bastian is a liar like Abunawas

 

4. Inoi ine isar- bose-imnisra- silet 
    knife-this-sharp-very-like-a razor     

This knife is very sharp like a razor

 

2. Metaphor 
5. Snonbor-syama-samambrab-ero-mnu-ine 
    youths-they (plural marker)-strong-in-village-this     

The youths are the power of this village

 

6. Snon-iyame-wonggor beba riri 
    man-that-crocodile-big    

That man is a big crocodile . 
3. Personification 
7. Manseren-mggarem-byedi- dor- ko be-rumari 
    God-voice-His (possessive marker)-calls-us-to church     

God s voice calls us to go to church

 

8. Risen-bebaya- myun-mnu-Korem-i 
    wave-big-kill-village-Korem-it (3 thing singular)    

The big wave kills Korem village

  

9. Wamdober-ifnao-rum-bero-yen-andirna 
    typhoon-plays-house- in-beach-bank areas    

The typhoon plays houses in the beach areas

 

4. Hyperbole (Overstatement) 
10.  Ya-msor-kwar-erobo-ya-mun-au 
       I-angry already-a little bit-I-punch-you       

I got angry already. In a short time, I will punch you

  

11. Aya-kada- ya-frur ronayafakame-mbe jadi 
     I-only-1person singular-do-everything-happen      

I can do everything, no one is like me

 

12. I-mande-rya-swan-ido-pyau- kasem -beba-si 
      He-just/only-go-fishing-if-catch-shark-big-plural marker       

He can catch big fish like shark in the sea, no one can like him

 

5. Synecdoche  
13. Roma-Amban-syama-saninem-swan-dao (totum proparte) 
     Boys-Amban-plural marker-drink-alcoholic-very      

Boys from Amban like to drink alcoholic drinking . 
14.   Boor-oser byako-syaran-ririm (pars prototo) 
        head-one-pay-thousand-five         

One head pays five thousand rupiahs
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6. Euphemism 
15.Bastian-i-bur-do-paik-inseri-aniwara 
    Bastian-3 pers. sing.marker-go-in-month-december-ago    

Bastian died last December

  
16. Marthina-kyainkuker-do-robandi 
      Marthina-sit-on-last night       

Marthina sat last night

 

17. Abraya-isyob-Robert-i-ro-wemin-byedi 
      rope-pull-Robert-he (3pers.sing)-in-foot- his      

a rope pulls Robert on his foot

 

18. Dolina-dors-paek-ebe-kyor 
      Dolina-stand-month-ordinal number marker-three      

Dolina stands for three months

 

7. Irony 
19. Snon-iya sbari-iba-monda 
      man-that-mouth-big-only      

That man has a big mouth

 

20. Roma-ine-imyaren-dao 
      boy-this-diligent-very      

This boy is very diligent !  

8. Litotes  
21.  Wa-biser- ido- wra-yob-ya-ro- abdares- yedi 
       you-hungry-if-go-visit-I-in-shelter-my (possessive)        

if you are hungry, you may visit me in my shelter

 

22. Rwama-waso-aya-ro-waimos aye dine 
      come-follow-me-in-boat old-my (possessive marker)       

go with me in my old boat (car, motorcycle, etc) 
9. Parable 
23.  Wa-mnis-awer-manyouri-rya-raro-koreri-babesya-dap-koreri 
      You-like-do not-parrot bird-go-in-heaven-but-say-heaven.        

Do not be like a parrot bird. He never goes to heaven but he says that he has ever          
been there . 

24. Man-o- irob- ro-diyawwara-worimfres-fani, wai-o-byores ro-dibunwara-  
     bird-any fly-in-above-you  call-feed-it, canoe-any-paddle-in/at-off -you-call-it 

 

    worimbre-fani 
    you-call-it- you-feed it 
If any birds are flying above the sky you call them and feed them . 

10. Metonymy 

25. Y-an-fas-ben/pirin-oser-d-an-fas-ben/pirin-risuru 
      I-eat-rice-plate-one-he-eat-rice-plate-two      

I have a plate of rice, but he has two plates of rice

 

11. Sarcasm 
26. Wa-sambern-dari-rwa-ma-beri-nggofasosfa-nggobur 
      You (2p.S)-quick-so- you-arrive- just-we-ready-go home             

You are so quick, so when you arrive we are ready to dismiss   

27. Enem-bedi-ifrur-mamyai-aya-rao 
      behavior-your-make-shy-I-very       

Your behaviors make me shy

       

I am embarrassed because of your bad behavior
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5. CONCLUSION 

Biak has eleven figures of speech regarding indirect meaning. Those types are similes, 
metonymy, euphemisms, personification, hyperbole, irony, metonymy, litotes, synecdoche, 
metaphor and sarcasm.  


